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forums editor not loaded in t.o mobile (13.x
or next.t.o 14.x)
Status
 Open
Subject
forums editor not loaded in t.o mobile (13.x or next.t.o 14.x)
Version
13.x
14.x
Category
Community projects
Dogfood on a *.tiki.org site
Conﬂict of two features (each works well independently)
Feature
Forum
Mobile (Mobile Tiki and Voice Tiki)
Edit interface (UI)
Resolution status
Conﬁrmed
Submitted by
Xavier de Pedro
Lastmod by
Xavier de Pedro
Rating
                              (1) 
Description
Forum editor (wysiwyg?) can't be loaded in mobile device (tested with chrome on android smartphone).
Example url:
https://next.tiki.org/tiki-view_forum_thread.php?comments_parentId=52179
If it can't be properly ﬁxed, at least wysiwyg editir shoukd be disabled when in mobile devices?

Update as of March 16th 2015
Bug still present in next.t.o (sorry, I can't see the revision number any more at "Settings > Control Panels >
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General > General Preferences").
I did clear the ./temp/public/ cache folder, reloaded the url indicated in the bug report in a browser at the
computer (wysiwyg shown), and then something equivalent on Chrome on Android smartphone, and still
can't see the textarea to type.
So please, don't close a bug report unless you tested the ﬁx with the described steps to reproduce it, even
if some other bugs are ﬁxed that "should" or "might" also ﬁx the reported bug, etc. At the most, change
status to "pending" while requesting to the bug poster to "Please retest". And thanks wolfgang for all you
eﬀorts to improve Tiki: they are very welcome!
In addition, no editor shown at the show.t.o instance attached to this bug report with Chome on GNU/Linux
PC, using 14x r54428, either:
http://xavi-9794-5559.show.tikiwiki.org/tiki-view_forum_thread.php?comments_parentId=1
u: admin
p: admin

Solution
wolfganga: Fixed in r54393 /14.x and r54394 trunk. You need to clear the miniﬁed cache in /temp/public.
Importance
9
Easy to solve?
6
Priority
54
Demonstrate Bug (Tiki 19+)

Please demonstrate your bug on show2.tikiwiki.org
Version: trunk ▼ Create show2.tikiwiki.org instance
Ticket ID
5559
Created
Wednesday 18 February, 2015 21:57:08 GMT-0000
by Xavier de Pedro
LastModif
Monday 16 March, 2015 09:01:15 GMT-0000

Comments

Gary Cunningham-Lee 19 Feb 15 02:16 GMT-0000
I checked with an oldish iPhone 4s / iOS6 and can edit in forums.
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Jonny Bradley 10 Mar 15 16:15 GMT-0000
There are a couple of things here - one is that the previous (jquery) mobile mode should
not be enabled in a tiki 13 or 14 production site (should be better in 14, but not
guaranteed).
Secondly, ckeditor is broken in next.t.o (probably all sites) because of a minify regression
(i suspect due to r54227) "TypeError: undeﬁned is not an object (evaluating
'window.CKEDITOR.conﬁg')"
Either way, not a "blocker" imho, conﬁguration issue

Jonny Bradley 10 Mar 15 16:15 GMT-0000
Minify being broken is a blocker, i reckon ;)

Torsten Fabricius 10 Mar 15 18:32
GMT-0000
wasn't minify just recently ﬁxed by Wolfgang A?

Jonny Bradley 11 Mar 15 20:12
GMT-0000
Sadly i think that ﬁx broke it quite a lot

WolfgangA 13 Mar 15 16:33
GMT-0000
I should not have broken anything
given that ckeditor is properly added
to the js list. I'll look into this.

Jonny Bradley 11 Mar 15 20:14 GMT-0000
Or at least it should be... guess i should add a warning to that pref?
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WolfgangA 14 Mar 15 18:26 GMT-0000
Fixed in r54393 /14.x and r54394 trunk. You need to clear the miniﬁed cache in
/temp/public.

Attachments
ﬁlename

created

hits

comment

version

ﬁletype

No attachments for this item

The original document is available at
https://dev.tiki.org/item5559-forums-editor-not-loaded-in-t-o-mobile-13-x-or-next-t-o-14-x
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